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Application Overview

• Minisweep, a miniapp, represents 80-90% of Denovo Sn code 
• Denovo Sn (discrete ordinate), part of DOE INCITE project, is used to 

model fusion reactor – CASL, ITER 
• Impact: By running Minisweep faster, experiments with more 

configurations can be performed directly impacting the 
determination of accuracy of radiation shielding
• Impact: High-fidelity predictive capability for component and 

system performance 
• Poses a six dimensional problem 
• 3D in space, 2D in angular particle direction and 1D in particle 

energy
• The parallel pattern observed is wavefront-based
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Overview of Sweep Algorithm

• 5 nested loops
• X, Y, Z dimensions, (outer loops) 
• Energy Groups, Moments, Angles (in-grid cells) 
• Upstream data dependency

• Challenge to achieve high performance
• sparse hyperbolic PDE solvers are generally 

limited to very low computational intensities 

• Goal to expose as much as thread parallelism as 
possible, maximize locality of reference, reduce 
cost of data transfer
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Parallelizing Sweep Algorithm
(Video/Image Credit – Evan Krape, UDEL)
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Parallelizing Sweep Algorithm: KBA

• Koch-Baker-Alcouffe (KBA)

• Algorithm developed in 1992 at Los 
Alamos

• Parallel sweep algorithm that 
overcomes some of the 
dependencies using a wavefront.
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To remedy this, the Krylov solver framework in Denovo that
is currently used in the inner one-group space-angle solves
has been expanded to include energy. Including energy in the
Krylov vectors enables the following benefits:

• The energy variable is decoupled allowing groups to be
solved independently.

• Krylov subspace iteration is more efficient and robust
than Gauss-Seidel iteration.

• Preconditioning a Krylov iteration is generally more ro-
bust and stable than accelerating Gauss-Seidel iterations.

Furthermore, including energy in the Krylov vector does not
invalidate any of the existing sweep mechanics that are already
implemented in Denovo, though it does make more parallelism
potentially available to the sweep algorithm.

For multigroup fixed-source problems in the form of Eq. (5),
application of a Krylov method requires the following two
steps:

1) A full energy-space-angle sweep of the right-hand side
source,

q = Tq̂ , (12)

where q̂ is an effective source that could be an external
source (qe), in the case of true fixed-source problems,
or it could be a fission source iterate when nested inside
power iteration.

2) A full energy-space-angle sweep each Krylov iteration to
calculate the action of the operator on the latest iterate,

yℓ = (I − TMS)vℓ , (13)

where vℓ is the Krylov vector in iteration ℓ. We note
that this vector is dimensioned vℓ ≡ {vℓ

g,c,n,l,m} where
g is the energy group, c is the cell index, n is the spatial
unknown index in the cell, and (l, m) are the spherical
harmonic moment indices.

For eigenvalue problems, we have implemented an Arnoldi
Krylov subspace solver using the Trilinos [7] Anasazi package
that can (1) take full advantage of the energy parallelism and
(2) be more efficient than power iteration. Arnoldi iteration
requires the eigenproblem to be written in standard form,

Ax = λx . (14)

Arnoldi iteration can implemented with either an energy-
dependent eigenvector,

Aφ = kφ , A = (I − TMS)−1TMF , (15)

or energy-independent eigenvector

AΓ = kΓ , A = fT (I − TMS)−1TMχ . (16)

In either case, the implementation of Arnoldi iteration requires
a matrix-vector multiply at each Krylov iteration of the form

yℓ = Avℓ . (17)

For the energy-dependent case, we have

zℓ = TMFvℓ , (mat-vec and sweep) (18)
(I − TMS)yℓ = zℓ . (fixed-source solve) (19)

Similarly, for the energy-independent eigenvector the steps are

zℓ = TMχvℓ , (mat-vec multiply and sweep) (20)
(I − TMS)yℓ = zℓ , (fixed-source solve) (21)

yℓ ← fT yℓ . (dot-product) (22)

Both methods require a fixed-source solve each iteration.
We consider both the energy-dependent and independent ap-
proaches because we are uncertain a priori which method will
be optimal for a given problem. The energy-dependent ap-
proach allows parallelization of the eigenvalue solve across en-
ergy at the expense of a much larger eigenvector. The energy-
independent approach allows energy-domain parallelization
over only the fixed-source solve, and the eigenvalue solve is
parallel only over space-angle. However, this decomposition
may be more efficient because the eigenvector is smaller,
especially when work is dominated by the inner multigroup
fixed-source solve.

IV. ACHIEVING PARALLEL SCALABILITY

A. The KBA Sweep Algorithm
The application of the operator T = DL−1 to a vector is a

highly sequential computation; for a regular (x, y, z) grid, the
resulting value along a given angular direction depends on the
results computed for the immediately previous values in the
x, y and z directions. The computational pattern is identical
to that of the well-known Gauss-Seidel and SOR linear solver
methods applied to certain structured grid problems and is
well-known to be difficult to parallelize [21].

Fig. 1. KBA Algorithm Block-Wavefront.

An effective method for parallelizing this computation is the
Koch-Baker-Alcouffe (KBA) algorithm [8]. For this algorithm,
the 3D grid is decomposed into blocks, which are in turn
arranged into block-wavefronts (see Fig. 1) numbered in
sequence from the corner of the grid. Blocks are assigned to
processors by assigning all blocks in the same vertical z stack
to the same processor. Processors can then independently pro-
cess each wavefront one at a time, with face communications
after each wavefront is complete.

This technique effectively parallelizes the computation;
however, parallel performance is stressed by two competing
factors. The early and late parts of the computation perform
at suboptimal efficiency, since these wavefronts have small

Image credit: High Performance Radiation 
Transport Simulations: Preparing for TITAN 
C. Baker, G. Davidson, T. M. Evans, S. 
Hamilton, J. Jarrell and W. Joubert
ORNL, USA



Work somewhat similar to KBA

• Past work wasn’t accelerating across all problem dimensions (space, 
octant, angle, moment, energy groups)
• Sweep3D – Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) on GPUs
• Algorithm parallelized in space and vectorized in angle for the IBM 

Cell processor 
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Expressing wavefront via software 
abstractions – A Challenge

• Existing solutions involve manual rewrites, or compiler-based loop 
transformations
• Michael Wolfe. 1986. Loop skewing: the wavefront method revisited. Int. J. Parallel 

Program. 15, 4 (October 1986), 279-293. DOI=http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF01407876

• CHiLL framework, a polyhedral compiler for transformation 
framework
• No solution in high-level languages like OpenMP/OpenACC
• No software abstractions
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Using OpenACC to program KBA

• Spatial decomposition = outer 

layer (KBA)

• No existing abstraction for this

• In-gridcell computations = inner 

layer

• Application specific

•Upstream data dependencies

• Slight variation between 

wavefront applications
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Using OpenACC to program KBA

• Storing all previous wavefronts is unnecessary
• How many neighbors and prior wavefronts are accessed?

• Face arrays make indexing easy
• Smaller data footprint

• Limiting memory to the size of the largest wavefront is 
optimal, but not practical
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PASC’18, July 2018, Congress Center Basel, Switzerland

a speci�ed number of nested loops into one large loop, which we
can then map at either the gang or vector level. For Minisweep’s
face initializations, we collapse the outer three loops (corresponding
to the unknowns and two spatial dimensions of the gridcells) and
execute at the gang level. We also collapse the inner two loops
(corresponding to the energy groups and angles) and execute at the
vector level.

Parallelization of the in-gridcell computations in Minisweep is
not as trivial, as there are data dependencies between gridcells, as
mentioned in Section 2.1. To that end, we utilize the KBA parallel
sweep algorithm (discussed in Section 3) in order to exploit �an�-
level parallelism across the x , �, and z gridcell loops. Since there is
currently no existing high-level language that provides functional-
ity for implementing this type of parallel sweep, the programmer
must modify the loop nest manually in order to achieve the desired
behavior. This involves creating an outer wavefront loop that iter-
ates over the wavefront decomposition, as discussed in Section 2.1
and shown in Figure 1. The computations within these wavefronts
can be parallelized, albeit not trivially. First we must parallelize
across the inner two dimensions: � and x . This spawns a number of
threads on the GPU. Within each of these threads, we calculate our
z value based o� of the thread’s� and x values and the wavefront it-
eration number. Then, we can perform a bounds check to determine
whether that z value is within the bounds of the wavefront being
examined (denoted by the current wavefront iteration number).
This allows us to exploit parallelism across gridcells, while still
accounting for data-dependencies between wavefront iterations.
The embarrassingly parallel in-gridcell computations are per-

formed for each energy group within each gridcell. We mark these
computations for execution at the �ector level. A representation of
the result is shown in Figure 4. Note that this code snippet is also
the serial code if one were to simply remove all the directives.

/ ∗��� Loop over wave f ron t s ��� ∗ /
f o r ( wave f ront = 0 ; wave f ront < num_wavefronts ; wave f ront +=1) {

/ ∗���KBA thread ing ��� ∗ /
# pragma acc loop independen t gang , c o l l a p s e ( 2 )

f o r ( i y =0 ; iy <dim_y ; ++ i y )
f o r ( i x =0 ; ix <dim_x ; ++ i x ) {

i n t i z = wave f ront � ( i x + i y ) ;
i f ( i z >= 0 && i z <= wave f ront && i z < dim_z ) {

/ ∗���moments to ang l e s��� ∗ /
# pragma acc loop independen t vec to r , c o l l a p s e ( 3 )

f o r ( i e =0 ; i e <dim_ne ; ++ i e )
f o r ( i u =0 ; iu <NU; ++ iu )
f o r ( i a =0 ; i a <dim_na ; ++ i a ) {

P r e s u l t = ( P ) 0 ;
# pragma acc loop seq

f o r ( im =0 ; im < dim_nm ; ++im )
{ / ∗���moments to ang l e s conver s ion��� ∗ / }

}

/ ∗���so l ve��� ∗ /
# pragma acc loop independen t vec to r , c o l l a p s e ( 2 )
f o r ( i e =0 ; i e <dim_ne ; ++ i e )

f o r ( i a =0 ; i a <dim_na ; ++ i a )
{ / ∗���s o l v e c a l c u l a t i o n ��� ∗ / }

/ ∗���ang l e s to moments��� ∗ /
# pragma acc loop independen t vec to r , c o l l a p s e ( 3 )

f o r ( i e =0 ; i e <dim_ne ; ++ i e )
f o r ( i u =0 ; iu <NU; ++ iu )
f o r ( im =0 ; im<dim_nm ; ++im ) {

# pragma acc loop seq
P r e s u l t = ( P ) 0 ;
f o r ( i a =0 ; i a <dim_na ; ++ i a )
{ / ∗���ang l e s to moments conver s ion��� ∗ / }

}
}

}
}

Figure 4: Sweep loop nest with OpenACC annotations

6 PROGRAMMING MODEL LIMITATIONS
6.1 General
In all cases, inadequacies of current compilers required that some
code be rewritten in an unnecessarily low-level fashion to obtain
correctness and/or performance. This seems to be a systemic chal-
lenge, insofar as it is di�cult for compiler teams to develop mature
and performant compilers for frequently changing complex pro-
cessor hardware. Programming models support vectorization in
di�erent ways, leading to portability challenges. CUDA treats vector
lanes as threads, whereas OpenMP uses SIMD loops and OpenACC
has a vector clause for parallel loops. Such di�erences can lead
to increased use of undesirable ifdefs if it is required to support
these multiple programming models. Developers would prefer a
single highly performant programming model with a high level of
abstraction targeting all architectures rather than the need to use
multiple programming models within a code.

The Minisweep code requires in several places a thread synchro-
nization or barrier over only a subset of threads. A barrier across
fewer threads could potentially runmuch faster in current hardware.
This feature is not currently supplied by any of the programming
models, though in principle a barrier across a subset of OpenMP
threads could be written, and the new CUDA 9 Cooperative Groups
feature may be useful here.
The Minisweep design makes it easy to change the mapping of

machine threads to abstract problem threads and problem dimen-
sions. A more challenging goal is to allow easy modi�cation of the
execution hierarchy. Such a design would allow easy loop order
permutation and other loop restructuring operations, loop blocking
to optimize cache use or reduce loop overheads, and on-demand
reassignment of loop axes either to parallel threads or alternatively
serial execution. Such changes generally require motion of signi�-
cant portions of code, e.g., to optimize for loop invariant quantities.
Presently this must be done by hand, and is not directly supported
by programming models or imperative programming languages as
currently conceived. Likewise, the use of accessor functions in Min-
isweep permits easy modi�cation of memory locale and layout for
an array. One must still however schedule memory transfers across
the memory hierarchy manually for peak performance. Automatic
transfers via paging/caching such as the CUDA Uni�ed Memory
feature and similar functionality for Intel Phi on-package mem-
ory will simplify programming for this, however past experience
has shown that manual prefetching of data across the hierarchy
is sometimes necessary to attain high performance. As memory
layers proliferate, e.g., with inclusion of NVRAM, managing this
will become more challenging.

6.2 CUDA
CUDA by nature provides a lower level programming model com-
pared to directives-based methods. Though the CUDA runtime API
provides a slightly higher abstraction level than the CUDA driver
API, both cases require ifdefs to make a code portable between
CUDA for GPUs and standard C/C++ for conventional architectures.
CUDA has the advantage that vector lanes are addressed explic-
itly as threads, resulting in reliable vectorization. However, certain
coding constructs can lead to losses in performance in unexpected
ways. For example, in the course of developing the Denovo sweeperschandra@udel.edu; S8848, GTC 2018



Create software abstractions for Wavefront

• Avoid manual loop restructuring 

• Analyze flow of data and computation in wavefront codes

• Memory model abstraction

• Wavefront loop transformation algorithm

• Need to address multiple layers of parallelism  (minisweep 5-levels)
schandra@udel.edu; S8848, GTC 2018



Minisweep code status

• Github:  https://github.com/wdj/minisweep

• Was ported to CUDA and OpenMP targeting Beacon and TITAN at 

ORNL

• Being currently used for SummitDev and Summit acceptance testing 

at ORNL 
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Experimental Setup
• NVIDIA PSG Cluster
• CPU: Intel Xeon E5-2698 v3 (16-core)
• GPU: NVIDIA Tesla P100, Tesla V100, and Tesla K40 (4 GPUs per node) 

• ORNL Titan
• CPU: AMD Opteron 6274 (16-core)
• GPU: NVIDIA Tesla K20x

• PGI OpenACC Compiler 17.10 
• OpenMP – GCC 6.2.0 (we used Intel 17.0 compiler too but GCC performed 

better)
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Input Parameters 

• Scientifically (Rep. runs within Denovo)

• X/Y/Z dimensions = 64 (you could have diff. values for the 
3 dimensions) 
• # Energy Groups = 64
• # Angles = 32

•Goal is to explore larger spatial dimensions
schandra@udel.edu; S8848, GTC 2018



Results

PASC’18, July 2018, Congress Center Basel, Switzerland

Machine CPU GPU
NVIDIA PSG (V100) Intel Xeon E5-2698 v3 (16 cores) NVIDIA Tesla V100 (16GB HBM2)
NVIDIA PSG (P100) Intel Xeon E5-2698 v3 (16 cores) NVIDIA Tesla P100 (16GB HBM2)
NVIDIA PSG (K40) Intel Xeon E5-2690 v2 (10 cores) NVIDIA Tesla K40 (12GB GDDR5)

ORNL Titan AMD Opteron 6274 (16 cores) NVIDIA Tesla K20X (6GB GDDR5)
ORNL Summitdev IBM POWER8 (10 cores) NVIDIA Tesla P100 (16GB HBM2)
ORNL Percival Intel KNL 7230 (64 cores) N/A

Table 2: Speci�cations of the nodes in the systems we used to test di�erent con�gurations of Minisweep.

System Cores GF/s GF/s % peak
(SMs) peak GF/s

Titan(K20X) 14 1311 55.9 4.26
Summitdev(P100) 56 5312 244.8 4.61
Percival(Phi7230) 64 2662 124.9 4.69

Table 3: Comparative performance on several platforms.

We evaluate the e�ectiveness of our abstract wavefront paral-
lelismmodel by comparing the runtimes of our parallel implementa-
tions of Minisweep (described in Section 5) to the runtime of a serial
version of the code on multiple HPC systems. Table 2 describes the
hardware available on nodes of each system. Note that the NVIDIA
Professional Service Group (PSG) machines and the ORNL Titan
machine are existing state-of-the-art HPC systems, while ORNL
Summitdev is a development cluster representative of what hard-
ware will be present on nodes in ORNL’s next-gen supercomputer
Summit [27]. We also utilized the PSG cluster’s V100 node, which
houses NVIDIA’s next-generation GPU, which will be present on
nodes in Summit . We used PGI’s 17.10 compiler to compile our
OpenACC and OpenMP. We have also used GCC 6.3.0 for and ICC
17.0 for OpenMP codes. Compiling the code using Intel’s OpenMP
compiler was not successful and required code restructuring to take
advantage of SIMD in minisweep.
Our experimental con�guration is a representative example of

what a real run of Minisweep within the Denovo radiation transport
code looks like. Our problem dimensions are designed to be as large
as we can �t on a single GPU: ne = 64, na = 32, and nu = 4, with
nx ,n� ,nz = 32, on K20x/K40 and nx ,n� ,nz = 64 on P100/V100.

Figures 5 and 6 present the results when running di�erent imple-
mentations of Minisweep using this con�guration in the form of
speedups over the baseline serial implementation on existing HPC
systems. Note that the speedup results presented were obtained
by calculating the average of a series of runs for each implemen-
tation. There are a few notable results. First, our multicore CPU
GCC’s OpenMP (3.1) and OpenACC implementations yield favor-
able speedups. Note that GCC’s OpenMP performed better than
PGI’s OpenMP. As mentioned in Section 5.3, we have currently
parallelized the in-cell computations, as well as the spatial decom-
position utilizing the KBA parallel sweep algorithm to resolve data
dependencies, as discussed in Section 2.1. This implementation
boasts a larger speedup than our OpenMP GCC version, as well as
our CUDA con�guration when parallelized over the same problem
dimensions. Our OpenACC KBA con�gurations yields an addition
layer of parallelism across spatial dimensions and shows a much

larger speedup compared to con�gurations which only execute in-
cell computations in parallel. This leads us to conclude that there is
additional performance to be gained, albeit not trivial to implement.
It is also worth noting that our OpenACC implementation running
on NVIDIA’s next-generation Volta GPU boasts an 85.06x speedup
over serial code, which is larger than the 83.72x speedup over the
same serial implementation achieved by CUDA. This supports our
claim that our proposed extension to existing high-level program-
ming models is worthwhile, both from a performance standpoint, as
well as a programming productivity standpoint. Currently, without
major code modi�cation, this challenge cannot be overcome.

Figure 5: Minisweep’s speedups over serial using di�er-
ent runtime con�gurations. CUDA version is parallelized
along the same dimensions as the OpenACCGPU con�gura-
tion. The correspondingKBA con�gurations utilize theKBA
blockingmethod for additional parallelism across spatial di-
mensions.

Figure 6: Minisweep’s speedups over serial using di�erent
runtime con�gurations: ORNL’s next-gen Summitdev clus-
ter.
Absolute runtimes for GPU con�gurations utilizing the KBA

parallel sweep algorithm are presented in Figure 7. As shown, our
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Results, On-going work

• Parallelized the in-grid cell computations, 

• Also the spatial decomposition utilizing the KBA parallel sweep 
algorithm to resolve data dependencies 

• Maintained a single code base for CPUs, GPUs

• OpenACC implementation on Volta GPU shows 85.06x over 83.72x 
using CUDA

• On-going work - multidirectional-sweep 
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Takeaway(s) 
• Application of directives to a code is not magical !!

• It takes several iterative steps to get it right and get comparable speedup 

• Time taken for development can vary depending on programmers’ 
expertise 

• Provide feedback to the “user-driven” OpenACC standard committee about
need for directives/software abstractions - this is a KEY step for standard’s 
progress. 

• Let’s talk if you have a code that demonstrates need for a directive, which 
currently does not exist in the standard – Contact me schandra@udel.edu

• ACK: Mat Colgrove (PGI), Pat Brooks (PGI) OpenACC Standard Committee 

• Many thanks to NVIDIA for giving us access to their PSG cluster! 
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